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Ice and darkness: surviving winters in Antarctica 
 
In the last ten years or so we have collectively garnered a better understanding of the human 
relationship with light. Arguably, the largest leap is the research on human non-visual 
photoreceptors and their link to serotonin production and melatonin suppression. In a short 
space of time, we have been surrounded by ‘circadian rhythm’ lighting solutions aimed at 
achieving more appropriately lit environments for human beings. But all too often it feels that 
these solutions have taken just a snapshot of laboratory research data and expanded this into 
blanket project solutions without any specific long-term real-life data gathering process 
informing installations.  
 
The real world is not like a lab; there are unique project-specific behaviour patterns, local 
variations, constraints and differences in effects due to age, culture, tasks etc. Also, there are 
legal restrictions on sample/data gathering and the testing could take many months/years to 
record and benchmark properly. 
 
There is a place on earth, however, which affords such controlled environments, and it has 
done so for human endocrinological research now since the late 60s: Antarctica. The few 
people who visit or work there generally do so during Antarctic summers. Most of the 
workers leave at the end of summer and stations are mothballed, typically from April to 
October. However, a few bases remain operational all year and this means that a handful of 
hardy people live and work isolated and without sunlight: 
 
The climate extremes of Antarctica 

● The highest continent on earth 
● The coldest place on earth (<55oC recorded) 
● The windiest continent (200 mph+ winds recorded) 
● The driest continent (0% humidity) 
● No indigenous population 
● Bigger than USA and Mexico combined 
● No building supplies or usable resources (except water) 

 
For human beings, exposure to these extremes would result in death within minutes, so in 
winter there is no choice but to remain inside the base and live/work purely under artificial 
lighting. One such 12-month permanently staffed base is the British Antarctic Survey’s 
Halley VI Station. As the name suggests, this is the sixth incarnation of the base, the first of 
which was built in 1964 and set up what would become BAS Halley’s permanent home on 
the Brunt Ice Shelf. 
 
Building at Halley 

● Brunt Ice Shelf – 5,800 miles/9,330 km from Singapore 
● Surrounded by over 2,000 km of frozen sea ice in winter 
● Sun does not rise for 105 days every winter 
● Less than three-month summer season 
● On a 150-metre thick floating ice shelf 
● Ice shelf moving 400 metres per year towards Weddell Sea 
● Snow accumulation 1.5 metres per year 
● Major calving events predicted every five to ten years 



 
Halley VI was designed in 2006 and opened in late 2011. Every April a core selection of 20 
staff are tasked to remain to ‘winter’ until relief arrives in October. The design for Halley VI 
was revolutionary; a series of interconnected modular aerodynamic elevated pods able to 
self-level and climb above the snow, as well as the whole base being completely relocatable.  
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It might seem this is a straightforward case of needing a base-wide variable-CCT 
circadian-algorithm lighting system, but life in an Antarctic station means constant 12-hour 
on/off shift work, so half the base is getting up and going to work whilst the others are having 
dinner/relaxing/socialising, and spaces overlap.  
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Tasked with undertaking the lighting design, the author, prior to the project concept design 
stage, contacted Emeritus Professor Josephine Arendt of the Endocrinology Dept of the 
University of Surrey UK, who has led the research on the effect of light on Halley staff 
spanning 40 years. The team worked alongside behavioural specialists and the various 
doctors at Halley over the years have gathered a wealth of data on how the crew have been 
(both subjectively and objectively) affected when isolated from natural light and exposed 
only to various artificial light conditions.  
 
Cases of psychosis, suicide, depression and other illnesses are unfortunately all too familiar 
historically in Antarctica, so too are circadian rhythm sleep disorders: 
 

● Delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS): Delayed sleep timing and substantial delay of 
melatonin timing in winter 

 
● Non-24h sleep-wake cycle: A few people desynchronise from 24h and ‘free run’ in 

winter 
 

● Subsyndromal type Seasonal Affective Disorder (S-SAD): Some have low ‘mood’ 
and/or feel tired and some have an increase in light sensitivity in winter 

 
The team’s work looked at the major human circadian rhythm aspects driven by the internal 
clock and timed primarily by light through circadian photoreception: “a novel ocular non-rod, 
non-cone (non-image forming) photoreception system for timing the circadian clock. 
Photopigment-melanopsin. Short wavelength light (blue, ca. 480nm) is most effective” 
(Foster et al, Science, 1999, Thapan, Arendt, Skene, J Physiol, 2001, Brainard et al, 2001, 
Berson et al., 2002). 
 
Hormone levels were observed first by taking blood (and later, when this was no longer 
permitted, urine), recording subjects’ serotonin, melatonin, triacylglycerol (blood fat) levels, 
EEG and ECG tests, activity/sleep/wake and light exposure measured by actigraphy wrist 
sensors, as well as health questionnaires and routine tests on alertness/reaction times.  
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Subjects had four to five-week alternating periods of white/blue-enriched artificial light 
exposures using, respectively, commercial CCTs (4000, 5300, 6500K) and some prototype 
CCTs (Philips 10000K and 17000K ‘Activiva’), varying exposure periods and brightness 
levels. Bearing in mind this was 2006, the primary lamp technology was T5, which was at the 
pinnacle of its development, whilst LED was in just its infancy.  
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The research findings showed that 10000K blue-enriched lighting improved sleep efficiency 
over all the white CCTS, but actual sleep time and sleep latency was not significantly 
different. But with 17000K, delay in midwinter wake time was abolished and delay in sleep 
start time was reduced compared to 10000K. All the research trends favour the bluer enriched 
light.  
 
The surprise was that maximum, not average light exposure appeared to influence sleep 
timing the most. Short exposure to high levels of blue-enriched light at the beginning of one’s 
working day was enough to stop ‘free-runners’ and kick people into 24-hour circadian 
patterns regardless of their light exposure for the rest of the day. 
 
Professor Arendt was able to share all this medical research and it informed how to best 
integrate the lighting needs of the future Halley VI crew with the shift-work constraints, 
physical and psychological needs, plus other colour palette aspects. Therefore, a template for 
lighting was set out as follows: 
 

1. Bespoke bedhead 17000K light panels 
2. Social and residential spaces – 2700K, low lighting levels, high contrast 
3. Work spaces – 4000K, high lighting levels, low contrast 
4. Bold colours represented in the finishes throughout 
5. Every space has a window or skylight with blinds for daylight control 
6. Colour-scrolling integrated shower lighting 

 
The bedhead panels were designed and prototyped; having 2x24W 17000K lamps and a 14W 
2700K lamp. Crew were instructed in winter to set their wake-up time with the built-in alarm 
clock and the panel would, 15 minutes before the time, slowly dim up from a warm sunrise to 
full 17000K. The crew were told to sit/read with their eyes open and face near the panel for 
15 to 20 minutes, allowing 5000 lux to fall on their eyes. They can also use the panel 
manually as needed, and at night the 2700K lamp is dimmable for reading.  
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Since the base opened in 2010, the author has remained in touch with the doctors and over the 
years has seen how dramatically life at Halley VI has improved over that experienced in the 
previous versions. And to date, after six winters now, there have been no major light-related 
health issues recorded. NASA considers Antarctica as an analogue environment for space, so 
Halley along with other winter bases are being used for research into technical habitat 
solutions for future space missions.  
 


